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Air Travel Tales From The Flight Crew: The Plane Truth At 35, Feet [Frank A. Steward] on calendrierdelascience.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Air travel may be crazy on the ground, but what's it like at 35, feet?

Advertise There are valid points on both sides, but you have to find a happy medium. Last Minute with what
seems like 13 carry-on bags? You know in your heart when it is right to check-in your bags. Act on that
instinct. Here are some quick carry-on tips: Get a roller-board suitcase that fits into the overhead with the
wheels or handle first. Many times the ones that have to go in sideways take up too much room and are
difficult to find space for. Make sure the overhead bin shuts because even though you might have been there
first, a protruding bag will be the first one yanked. Try to be a softie. Use a soft exterior bag with some give to
it. The liquids and gel ban is still in effect. At security checkpoints, travelers are permitted to carry travel-size
toiletries three ounces or less that fit comfortably in one quart-size, clear plastic, zip-top bag. The golden
carry-on rule is if you bring it on board you need to be able to lift it and store it. Most flight attendants are not
covered by their insurance if they injure their backs with your luggage. Try to use an overhead bin in your
immediate area for safety and security reasons. When opening an overhead bin, always put your hand up,
ready to catch anything that might drop out. If you have something in your bag that you do not wish the
security personnel to see, put it in your checked luggage. Trust me on this one. Help out those in need,
especially mothers. Recognize when your bag is too big to be considered carry-on and check it in. Honestly
now, how many of you have tried to de-liquefy your bags in order to carry-on everything? You know, change
your gel antiperspirant to dry, leave the perfume and cologne at home, and yes, actually use the dreaded hotel
shampoo and conditioner? I had an unexpected trip as a passenger and admit that I attempted it. I ended up
cutting myself multiple times from shaving with soap and water, forgot certain essential items, and smelled
like a putrid almond from the complimentary lotion. Good luck with whatever you decide. See you on the
plane. James Wysong is a veteran flight attendant who has worked with two major international carriers.
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Air Travel From The Flight Crew: The Plane Truth at 35, Feet is a mixed bag of humorous tales, travel tips, and the truth
about what happens behind the scenes when we travel. The author has been a flight attendant for over 16 years and
has definitely seen the best and worst of people and travel situations.

Email The friendly skies are starting to sound downright dangerous. In March alone, stories of rape, fistfights
and dead beloved pets have dominated national headlines. And it seems no airline is immune. United,
Southwest, American and Alaska Airlines are just a few of the carriers scrambling to explain the behavior of
crew members. And tales of passengers gone wild can often be even more harrowing. Especially following the
Dr. In a recent survey of airplane crew members, 67 percent of respondents said they have witnessed
passengers behaving aggressively or violently toward each other, and 10 percent have experienced firsthand
passenger-initiated violence. Things have gotten so bad with their employees, United just rolled out a
compassion training program aimed at teaching employees how to be caring, safe, dependable and efficient.
According to the Department of Transportation , only 2, complaints were made, compared to 2, the previous
year. Here is a quick summary. Irgo the German shepherd ended up in the foreign country when his owner,
Kara Swindle, was moving with her family and pet from Oregon to Kansas. Swindle was traveling to Wichita
with her two small children on one flight and year-old Irgo was being flown out separately the same day.
Since Irgo is a large breed, he had to be transported by kennel in the cargo hold of the plane. When Swindle
went to pick up her dog from the cargo facility, she discovered Irgo was missing and there was a Great Dane
waiting, instead. United confirmed the mix-up took place in Denver during a layover and the two pets were
sent to the wrong destinations. A day later, Irgo was put on a private charter to be returned home to Kansas.
According to a witness, who recorded a viral video of the incident, the little girl was afraid and acting upset in
preparation for takeoff. When the father asked for a minute to deal with his daughter, estimated to be around
two years old, the attendant reportedly walked away and called for someone to remove them from the flight.
They were later booked on a different flight to their destination. However, the airline says it was all a
misunderstanding. Frederick Joseph was traveling from Austin, Texas to Newark, New Jersey when the
passenger next to him took off her shoes and placed her feet on the tray table. French bulldog died in overhead
bin A French bulldog died on a United Airlines flight after the owners were forced by an attendant to store
him in the overhead bin while traveling from Texas to New York. However, a flight attendant told the family
he had to be put in the overhead bin. Cause of death is assumed to be a lack of oxygen. A man was taken into
custody for repeatedly putting on a life jacket without being prompted by flight crew, and worrying other
passengers. The plane landed at its destination in Padang, Indonesia, but the passenger was apprehended and
handed over to airport authorities. The dispute was reportedly over the alignment of a jet bridge. An airport
maintenance worker had to intervene and the flight was cancelled, leaving passengers stranded at the airport.
The pilot was arrested and his passport withheld. Passenger fistfight about overhead bins Two male passengers
engaged in a violent fistfight onboard a Southwest Airlines flight in Dallas preparing to depart for Los
Angeles. Witnesses claim one of the passengers was asked to leave the plane after arguing with a flight
attendant regarding the overhead bins. When he refused, the pilot asked all passengers to exit the aircraft.
Trying to prevent the situation, the other male passenger stepped in and asked the man to get off, sparking the
altercation. According to the airline, both passengers involved were deplaned and turned over to local law
enforcement. The mom said another flight attendant told her she needed to exit the aircraft because her baby
was too sick to fly. The woman said her baby had been spitting up before the flight, so she requested an aisle
seat to make it easier to care for the child. Get me off this plane! Other passengers restrained her with zip ties
until the plane landed. After getting completely naked, the man dressed himself at the request of the airline
crew. Later in the flight he attacked crew members for trying to calm him down after he harassed a flight
attendant. Authorities arrested the year-old for his disturbing behavior. After a flight attendant requested he
put his clothes back on, the man complied but then later began assaulting the female crew members. Unable to
calm him down, with the help of passengers, the crew members retrained the man by tying his hands with a
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piece of cloth until he could be detained upon landing. The airline said the disruptive passenger was sent to jail
by the Bangladesh authorities. Passenger punches and strangles other passengers, calls baby a slut A Siberian
Airlines passenger was arrested after punching and strangling men, women and children on a flight from St.
Petersburg to Novosibirsk, Russia. Nextjet airline was forced to cancel its flight, but it did not relay the
information to the waiting passengers or the airport. The passengers were previously informed their flight to
Gothenburg, Sweden had been delayed due to weather. A few hours later, a plane arrived and the group of
people boarded. The mix-up apparently occurred when the airline was forced to cancel the original flight, but
failed to notify passengers waiting at the airport. Michelle Gant is a writer and editor for Fox News Lifestyle.
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Flying High With A Frank Steward: More Air Travel Tales From the Flight Crew [James Wysong] on
calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. One of today's most popular travel columnists advises
travelers on surviving the challenges of airports, security.

I thought they were joking at first, considering the size of an airplane compared to that of a lizard. Apparently,
they grow them bigger down there and they can cause havoc on smooth landings. A mother whose daughter
was terribly allergic to nuts demanded that a passenger whom she saw eating a bag of trail mix during
boarding be off-loaded. An argument ensued and the passenger ended up throwing the trail mix at her. The
authorities became involved as she claimed the nuts hit her daughter and that was grounds for assault with a
deadly weapon. Needless to say, a long delay resulted. De-bugging the cabin An airplane that had come in
from Mexico City was off-loaded and sat at the gate for a few hours. When the flight crew boarded for the
next flight, the pilots turned on the air and thousands of fire ants were blown through the air vents. They
apparently crawled from the cargo hold into the ventilation system. The cleaners were called and when they
refused to clean it up, exterminators were summoned. Five hours later, they were cautiously on their way. I
have heard instances of cockroaches, ticks, lice, and a great story about a rat. As of yet, nothing about snakes
on planes. Plugged up A passenger freaked out as the plane was taxiing out to the runway because an earplug
became lodged so far up his ear that he could not retrieve it. He was frightened that the air pressure would
cause it to lodge even farther possibly causing permanent damage. The cockpit was alerted and after a 90
minute delay, the captain himself got out his personal tweezers and performed a successful removal procedure.
Gender specific I was once pulled off of a Germany flight to work on the more senior Tel Aviv flight, when a
group of passengers demanded a male flight attendant in accordance with their religious beliefs. I was happy
to go, but the other female flight attendants were not as happy with the situation. Chicken or beef A captain
who was fed up with his airline decided to make a stand and declared that he would not depart until his special
meal arrived. Two and a half hours later a catering representative finally brought his meal and the flight finally
departed. He has since retired, much to the chagrin of his wife, I am sure. Erupting delay I have encountered
previous delays due to natural disasters like earthquakes, blizzards, tornadoes, and even hurricanes, but have
you ever heard of a delay due to a volcano? Helens erupted and delayed all flights in and out of the Northwest.
It would have been interesting if we were eventually able to fly by and see the display, but no such luck. All
we got was a three-hour delay and news coverage. Understandably, he forgot about his flight and refused to
leave the machine until his win was confirmed. Since he had checked bags, the airline had to search and
remove his luggage. Haunting delay I have heard of creeping delays but never a haunted one. An airplane that
had previously been in an incident involving multiple fatalities when a cargo door ripped off in flight, was
considered haunted by many crewmembers. Years later, the captain did his routine briefing with the flight
attendants and wisecracked that the airplane they were on was indeed the same refurbished aircraft. Two very
superstitious crewmembers immediately called in sick, delaying the flight until replacements were found. She
had no problem announcing the reason for the delay, citing it as safety related and her company wisely
refrained from making an issue of it. Having a pilot wife who recently gave birth to our second son, I will
refrain from commenting as well. Those are my wildest stories. Do you have any others? James Wysong is a
veteran flight attendant who has worked with two major international carriers.
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We did not make the rules. We did not design your seats. We did not decide who gets to sit in first class or
what you paid for your ticket. We understand you want a blanket. Most of us agree and hate that our airlines
are overbooking passengers. We are only given a small amount of resources to do our job- a job that is
becoming harder by the day. The United incident had NOTHING to do with the flight attendants, but since
that incident flight attendants everywhere have been bullied, harassed, filmed without their consent, and
treated like criminals. The flying public needs to grow up. Treating a crewmember bad will NOT help you.
Filming a crewmember without their consent can get you fined and sued. Harassing or threatening crew could
land you in jail. Is it worth it? Think hard about it. Read that fine print on your ticket. Why was I called a
dumb bitch? We are people who get up and go to work everyday just like you. We work hrs a day and get
relatively no sleep. We are permanently jetlagged and hard working people. We are trained to save your life
on and off the plane. We do MUCH more than you see every single day. Treat us with respect. Try to
understand that. If you want to be a vulgar human- stay home.
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Shares dozens of stories about air travel that reveal the human side of what really goes on in the air travel industry.
Packed with stories about the crazy, humorous, and sad events that happen to passengers and flight personnel alike,
this title gives advice on coping with life's curve balls and.

Site includes an active forum. For mature travelers, slow walkers, wheelchair travelers, their families and their
friends. It provides continuous live airport traffic, terminal, and flight and traveler information via Internet,
wireless web, radio, television, text messaging, and number services. They also offer integration of local
airport reports into the delivery platforms of radio, television, and Internet outlets. Membership benefits
include a newsletter, the Airline Safety Report Card, personal safety consultations, and discount travel. A great
resource, featured in Episode 14 of the Airplane Geeks Podcast. You can find information and share your
flight or airport experiences. Airline and airport awards, flight reviews, news stories, airline survey
information. You can rate and and submit a review your latest airline experience, and find the best customer
rated airlines. Find the right bar for you with information including locations, descriptions, amenities, and
customer reviews. Search by keyword, airport code or name, city or State. They offer information on public
and private airports, heliports, and other related facilities. Articles include information about traveling, flying,
small plane and jet ownership, and more. This is a joint effort between Abbott Analytics and Innovation
Analysis Group employing a fee-based reporting model. Personal travel impressions from over countries.
Thousands of pictures from every corner of the world that can be enlarged, sent as a postcard, and downloaded
as a wallpaper for your computer. It automatically alerts others by SMS, email, via your weblog, or Twitter
about your safe landing. They track your cell phone through the mobile network when you switch the phone
on upon your arrival. Then they send an "Arrived OK" message to the list of your recipients. They offer travel
tips and publications, aviation safety and security information, an air travel consumer report, and other
information of interest to air travelers. Travelers can create ads for goods they can bring back for the purchase
price, sometimes with a fee added. Search by airline or destination region, or sign up for the free email
newsletter. Discuss low cost airline experiences or related issues in the forums. The site has articles illustrated
with photos, and community discussion forums on all aspects of business travel, including airlines, aircraft,
frequent flyer programs, hotels, and credit card programs. Features articles and information on low cost air
travel. An airline comparison per route is also available, as is a version for the iPhone. Also, travel safety
seminars, products, and tapes. From the Cranky Flier. This information can assist in planning a trip to avoid
the most crowded times of the year. Cybercafe news online and by email. The estimates are based on
predictive modeling technologies that model historical patterns in flight delays and project them into the
future. Dopplr works on your personal computer and mobile phone and links with online calendars and social
networks. These techniques can be applied by typical business travelers or those who have to travel
extensively around the world. Your posts then appear on the eezeer home page. Navigate unexpected changes
in your travel plans with this tool. Find class availability for over airlines, award and upgrade availability for
select airlines, teal-time seat maps for over airlines, published fare information complete with rules and
restrictions, and much more. This is a subscription service. Also has a directory of European airport links.
Track your total time in the air, distance flown, and even keep track of aircraft types and airlines. Maintain a
logbook of your personal flights in real time. Free content and subscriber content. This fee-based service
warns you of delays and cancellations up to 6 hours before your flight, identifies alternative flights on all
carriers, calculates your connection time based on the real status of both the current flight and the connecting
flight. Frequent Flyer Credit Cards. Also read airline loyalty program and airline alliance reviews. In French
and English. The World Guide features detailed maps, flags, anthems, statistical information, weather reports,
history and travel information and tips on worldwide travel destinations. Connect with other travellers and
track your online activities. Also, location maps and photo galleries. In English and Spanish. Especially useful
for travellers. Site also provides international calling card search from any country and will display best rates
it can find. Family Flight Expert Anya Clowers, RN offers practical advice, timely tips, and travel product
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reviews for those traveling with young children. Her book and website contain solid advice from over 21
travel experts - pilots, flight attendants, travel agents, gate agents, pediatricians, frequent fliers, and more. Her
blog is filled with photos, videos, and honest editorial reviews of products designed for families traveling with
kids. They also offer a range of services to aid and inspire travellers, including newsletters, the Lonely Planet
Phonecard, Lonely Planet Images, and B2B opportunities. Read and post airline and airport reviews. By the
author of "Winning the Airfare Game," an air travel reference book written by a consumer advocate who "tells
it like it is. The database will return detailed listings of banks and locations. Also provided is an Airport ATMs
locator. Enter a city pair and see the airline promotions available. A sister-site of PointMaven. A particularly
good source for London airport information and services. Ideal for frequent travelers like pilots, cabin crew,
etc. Access 12 months of planned flight data and 9 years of historical information. You can also set up a quick
currency converter for your browser. Share travel plans and search for business connections at your
destination location or event. Build a network by uploading your business contacts, then share your travel
plans with people you trust. Search for contacts at your destination, coordinate meetings and activities, and
receive alerts when colleagues are coming to town. He tends to focus on the journey, rather than on the
destination, and offers the traveler insider tips and recommendations. For travel news, information, help, and
great resources, check out this site. Also air travel news, consumer reports, facts for the air traveler, avoiding
baggage problems, how to get the best air fares, government travel warnings, real-time airport status, how to
report complaints. Provides the user convenience of carrying one card instead of many. This site also offers
news and information for the business traveler, frequent flyer promotions by airlines, travel website reviews.
The site includes sleep FAQs and an online store offering sleep travel gear including earplugs, eyeshades,
inflatable pillows, and the "How to Sleep on Airplanes Handbook. This ambitious site is populated by
passionate travel writers and experts with reviews, booking services, and high quality free travel information.
More information see the White African blog. Also featuring a selection of travel articles and a travel photo
directory where you can share your pictures for free. Daily updated customised flight schedule information of
internal flights within Great Britain, find a route, compare journeys. The world airport directory provides links
to airport sites, traveler information about the airport, and links to regional information. The alphabetical
airline directory helps search for cheap flight tickets and schedules, as well as airline codes, courier
companies, scenic flights, country information, airports, official tourist offices, embassies, and more. Look in
the "Flights" section. Captain Cy is an actual airline captain who has spent the last 35 years taking travelers to
exotic destinations the world over. Email your travel reservations and the service starts monitoring your
itinerary and looking for issues. It provides smart notifications about delays, cancellations, gate changes,
inbound aircraft status, etc. Provides alternate flight information and lets the traveler book hotel and car from
mobile browsers and over text messaging. Easily notify friends and colleagues about travel status. Get your
travel problems solved, keep up with travel news, read columns and post in the forums. Everything you need
to know about airport security measures, as well as a list of timesaving tips, information on assistance for
special needs, the latest list of prohibited and permitted items, and other information that will help guide you
smoothly through the security process. What Can I Bring? This Transportation Security Administration
website shows you which items you can bring, and which are prohibited. Discuss your travel plans, ask
questions, get travel advice or share your travel experiences with others. Create your own blog or online photo
gallery of travel photos. You enter your departure address, your destination address, group size, and the dates
of your trip. The Wedge presents you with the total trip time for car, private and commercial flight, the cost
per person and the total cost for the group. Use this tool extend your use of private aviation and justify more
trips based on speed, convenience, and cost. The site has many other useful air travel resources. The goal is to
create an editable and free source of information for flight crews and business travelers worldwide. This web
site can be a great resource where everyone can share their individual lists of things to see and do on the road.
Tourist information, maps, pictures, accommodation, airlines, airports, car hire, tour operators, culture, news,
weather and all useful links sorted by language, destination, and topic.
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Federal air marshals arrest pervert for groping flight attendant on London flight The F16 - One of the Hardest Plane for
the Air Refueling (General Dynamic Plane).

Sullivan, featuring crew-centered news, with commentary about current events and issues of interest to the
aviation community. Articles cover airlines, air cargo, and business aviation. The focus is on news and
information of interest to those who fly for a living - both pilots and cabin crew. This site focuses on the needs
and interests of the aviation community, and especially those who fly for a living. Over pages of info: They
specialize in flight attendant interview training along with quality flight attendant resumes and cover letters.
Find direct links to FAA regulations and forms, airline pilots association, airline pilot supplies, airplanes for
sale, satellite photos, aircraft pictures, military jet aircraft photos. Learn how to make an airline-specific cover
letter and resume, how to dress for the interview, communication skills, sample questions and more. Also,
prepare for training by learning the FAA rules and other important safety information. VIP and Corporate
Aviation. The website is dedicated to serve Pilots and Flight Attendants with daily current business aviation
news, informations, contacts, tips and jobs. Betty in the Sky with a Suitcase! With this podcast, you can travel
the world with flight attendant Betty. Featuring the latest airline news, forum, gossip, free email, jobs,
training, and much more. You can log your travels and see where your friends are, and make new friends with
other crew. Search photos by airline, destination, or flight number. You can also list your services. A resource
center for corporate flight attendants, for those who aspire to become one, and their supporters. Over
copyrighted designs and about 20 designs on the site every couple of months. They sell some great novelty
gifts too. Lively stories through the eyes of a real flight attendant. She was fired from her job on Nov. An
indepth look at the career itself is also included. Specific airline interview overviews are available. The
Website maintains up to the minute hiring information direct from the airlines. The best and worst about the
industry, becoming a flight attendant, training and career info, salary and benefits, working with pilots. Get
luggage, ID tags, gifts, travel accessories, manual covers, and more. The site also has a forum. At the Flycity
Online Store , you can purchase flycity apparel and merchandise: Website informs what to eat on the road! By
a research psychologist whose work has focused exclusively on the health and well-being of people who fly
for a living. Airline provides tips and helpful information for flyers, travelers, and other flight attendants. With
a very active forum and chat. Contains more the pages with information about over cities in 60 countries.
Inflight Innovations Internet Instruction The Journal of a Martha is a "well seasoned Flight Attendant for a
major US airline" who "works tirelessly maintaining a safe, stable, and secure environment while hosting
hundreds of somewhat unstable, often insecure, and not-always-friendly passengers stuffed inside a metal tube
hurling through space at over mph. Ideal for frequent travelers like pilots, cabin crew, etc. My view from UP
here The adventures of a flight attendant who is grounded for two years while on military leave. Documented
with lots of photographs. The author states, "My goal is to capture the world, from the coworkers and the
passengers to the destinations, through a transgender perspective, while revealing key events in the past, and
the people, that have molded Sarah into who she is today. This website offers "a high degree of safety and
anonymity to trip listing crewmembers, whether you are offering incentives or not. A pilot and flight attendant
per diem calculation service. When your allowable meal and incidental expenses are greater than the per diem
you were paid, this service will help you save money on your taxes by claiming the correct expense amount.
Also, other resources for crew members including a free expense tracker. The Queen of Sky Blog, which is in
turn based on her career-ending blog. Chat, boards and mail. They offer group seminar training which parallels
an actual airline interview, and online training that covers the interview process, including the background
airlines already want you to have. Flight socks, hosiery, and tights. Therapy for your legs. Forums, chat rooms,
instant messaging, airline uniform photos, and much more. Over countries are represented with more than 6,
pictures, and all can be traced on Google Earth. The goal is to create an editable and free source of information
for flight crews and business travelers worldwide. This web site can be a great resource where everyone can
share their individual lists of things to see and do on the road. This "laugh out loud" pro-cabin crew book has
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been written by two stewardesses Liz and Julie that have chosen to remain incognito to protect their jobs.
Crash Pads for Crew AirlineCommuter. Search for upcoming events, reunions, crash pads, and make new
friends. Connect with your airline friends wherever you are in the world. Pilots, flight attendants and other
flight crews can search for free, or list for a nominal fee. Add pictures to your listing, email listings to a friend,
and keep a wait list for your place. Each unit has 5 queen beds with satellite television premium channels , an
equipped kitchen full size refrigerator, two burner stove top, microwave and coffee maker. They also have an
out door pool, fitness center, shuttle service, high speed wireless access, on-site laundry, and free local calls.
Airline Crew Businesses CouponCowgirl. She says her "clothing line expresses how we feel about our life and
what we love to do. All by a former UAL flight attendant with a strong aviation bloodline: Email, chat,
message board, and more. Meet, chat in the live chat room, and date. Searchable profiles, chatrooms, picture
galleries, videouploads, audiofiles, instant messenger, blogs, events, and lots more.
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